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DISTANT LIGHT
Emotional landscapes. This recurring phrase in Björk’s ecstatic song Jóga captures 
the common theme of the diverse repertoire Renée Fleming has chosen for this album. 
In planning her program with the Royal Stockholm Philharmonic Orchestra and their chief 
conductor Sakari Oramo, Fleming was working with musicians capable of rendering the 
subtlest textures and most profound moods. She chose works in which music and poetry 
create soundscapes, each evoking emotional states — nostalgia, unease, desire, joy — 
with cinematic clarity.

The pieces are also united by the idea of the singer as a generative force, involved not only 
in the performance of music, but at the outset, in its creation. The respective provenances 
reveal a performer as muse, inspiring composition; as curator, connecting composer, poet, 
and premiere; and as creator, writing the words and music herself. 

Knoxville: Summer of 1915 was commissioned by the legendary American soprano Eleanor 
Steber. Samuel Barber composed the piece, which he described as a lyric rhapsody, rapidly 
over the course of a few days, during a period in which both his father and his aunt (a 
renowned singer) were terminally ill. For his text, Barber chose excerpts from a James Agee 
prose poem published in The Partisan Review. Agee was recalling the year in his childhood 
prior to his own father’s death. The composer wrote: “Agee’s poem was vivid and moved me 
deeply, and my musical response was immediate and intense.” The text and Barber’s setting 
of it both conjure sense memories that almost any listener can enter into, evoking a moment 
when childhood innocence and security were still intact, even as the first awareness of 
mortality surfaced. 

When a student, Renée Fleming was introduced to Knoxville: Summer of 1915 as a great 
American concert piece, already part of the standard repertoire. She remembers opening 
the orchestral study score and seeing Eleanor Steber’s name there. “I think it was the first 
time I was struck by the power of a singer to be a muse — to be able to participate in the 
creative process. I could also see the historical arc of a work

— from idea to composition, premiere, and ultimately being embraced by other singers. 
Leontyne Price’s superb recording was how I first heard the piece.”

Fleming herself was instrumental in the genesis of Anders Hillborg’s The Strand Settings. 
She recalls: “In the last days of summer, 2008, I was in Sweden singing with Alan Gilbert 
and the Royal Stockholm Philharmonic Orchestra. After the performance, Alan and I found 
ourselves discussing new music and comparing notes about our favorite composers.” 
They discovered that they both loved the music of Anders Hillborg, one of Sweden’s 
brightest stars. For Fleming, “his gift for creating otherworldly effects with an orchestra is 
breathtaking. The obvious idea presented itself — we should ask Anders to create a new 
work for orchestra and voice. When I returned to Stockholm in 2009, Anders and I began a 
dialogue, and the seed was planted.”

The following year, Fleming and Hillborg met in Aix-en-Provence and started looking for a text. 
Fleming remembers that they cast a wide net: “Between Paris, New York, Stockholm, and pretty 
much anywhere we were in the world, we traded a dizzying array of suggestions — poetry, 
prose, even the utterances of public figures.”

Fleming has always read and loved poetry, and is a particular admirer of the Canadian-
born American poet Mark Strand, US poet laureate from 1990 to 1991. “His work possesses 
exactly the qualities I look for in new music — a distinctive ‘voice’, and depth, but also an 
immediacy that enables me to feel something in the first read.” Fleming shared a collection 
of Strand’s poems with Hillborg, who was intrigued and asked to see more. There was 
a wealth of material. Fleming recalls: “Mark’s publisher sent volumes to us — and we 
narrowed down the poems to the ones that spoke most suggestively to us in a musical 
context, with Anders making final choices.”



 
The Strand Settings had its world premiere at Carnegie Hall on April 26, 2013, with Alan 
Gilbert conducting the New York Philharmonic. The work was an unqualified success, 
receiving a five-minute ovation. The New York Times called it “atmospheric, elegiac and 
unsettling.” Since then, Fleming has performed the piece to acclaim in Minneapolis with 
the Minnesota Orchestra and conductor Osmo Vänskä, and at London’s Barbican with the 
BBC Symphony Orchestra and Maestro Oramo. The Telegraph praised the setting of the text, 
“trailing… phrases of memory and longing across the music’s static chords, like the stars 
against the night sky so beautifully evoked in the poems,” and The Guardian pronounced 
the work “brilliant and immediately striking.” The Strand Settings arrived in the composer’s 
homeland in the performance heard on this recording. 

Of course, the most direct way in which a singer can shape musical literature is by 
composing music herself. Of her formative years, Fleming says: “Music was like air in 
our house, and I listened to everything. Being shy, I even composed songs myself, as an 
expressive outlet.” Since then she has broadened her wide-ranging tastes, following her 
musical inclinations wherever they led.

A similar unwillingness to be constrained by genre boundaries is just one of the traits 
that Fleming admires in Icelandic singer–songwriter–artist Björk. “Her originality is 
breathtaking. She just blazes her own path forward,” says Fleming. It may be no coincidence 
that Fleming and Björk are both winners of Sweden’s prestigious Polar Music Prize. Also 
impressive to Fleming is the fact that Björk’s daring and creativity have been embraced 
by listeners across multiple generations, making her a household name. Since her single 
Human Behaviour (inspired by the documentaries of naturalist Sir David Attenborough) 
climbed dance charts in 1993, Björk’s musical iconoclasm has continued to surprise, 
challenge and delight both audiences and critics.

 
For Fleming, “Björk’s openness of expression, and the creative coloring of her voice, the 
text and instrumentation, create a style that is uniquely hers.” Perhaps because Björk is 
one of the few artists in popular music who sings in a soprano register, Fleming could, 
when listening to Björk’s songs, imagine them in her own voice, with the acoustic textures a 
symphony orchestra could add. When she found that the Royal Stockholm Philharmonic was 
open to this repertoire, Fleming listened to dozens of Björk’s works, choosing the songs that 
spoke most strongly to her, thematically and musically. For orchestrations, the orchestra 
proposed arranger–composer–conductor Hans Ek, who had arranged one of Björk’s songs 
for Norwegian singer Ane Brun.

For the pieces she would interpret, Fleming naturally looked for songs to which she could 
bring something vocally, but she was also inspired by Björk’s texts. “The joy in Jóga and the 
yearning in Virus have such immediacy, and those sensations come in equal parts from the 
imaginative poetry and the compelling melodies,” Fleming says. “I think that is something 
that you find with the best singer–songwriters.” The message of All Is Full of Love was a 
major part of the song’s appeal, and the layering of the vocal dubbing added an inherent 
sense of rapture to the song for Fleming. 

“Emotional landscapes / they puzzle me.” Each of these pieces represents a 
composer’s quest to explore the puzzles of feelings and memories. Mark Strand writes 
in “Black Sea,” the first movement of Hillborg’s The Strand Settings: “I stood in the 
long, whispering night, waiting for something, a sign, the approach of a distant light.” 
In these works of Barber, Hillborg, and Björk, the voice of a singer illuminates that 
uncertain terrain.

Paul Batsel



SAMUEL BARBER 
1 Knoxville: Summer of 1915
We are talking now of summer evenings in Knoxville, Tennessee, in the time I lived there 
so successfully disguised to myself as a child. 

…It has become that time of evening when people sit on their porches, rocking gently and 
talking gently and watching the street and the standing up into their sphere of possession 
of the trees, of birds’ hung havens, hangars. People go by; things go by. A horse, drawing 
a buggy, breaking his hollow iron music on the asphalt; a loud auto; a quiet auto; people in 
pairs, not in a hurry, scuffling, switching their weight of aestival body, talking casually, the 
taste hovering over them of vanilla, strawberry, pasteboard and starched milk, the image 
upon them of lovers and horsemen, squared with clowns in hueless amber. A streetcar 
raising its iron moan; stopping; belling and starting, stertorous; rousing and raising again 
its iron increasing moan and swimming its gold windows and straw seats on past and past 
and past, the bleak spark crackling and cursing above it like a small malignant spirit set to 
dog its tracks; the iron whine rises on rising speed; still risen, faints; halts; the faint stinging 
bell; rises again, still fainter; fainting, lifting, lifts, faints forgone: forgotten. Now is the night 
one blue dew. 

Now is the night one blue dew, my father has drained, he has coiled the hose.

Low on the length of lawns, a frailing of fire who breathes…

Parents on porches: rock and rock. From damp strings morning glories hang their ancient faces. 

The dry and exalted noise of the locusts from all the air at once enchants my eardrums. 

 

 

On the rough wet grass of the back yard my father and mother have spread quilts. We all lie 
there, my mother, my father, my uncle, my aunt, and I too am lying there. …They are not 
talking much, and the talk is quiet, of nothing in particular, of nothing at all in particular, of 
nothing at all. The stars are wide and alive, they seem each like a smile of great sweetness, 
and they seem very near. All my people are larger bodies than mine, …with voices gentle 
and meaningless like the voices of sleeping birds. One is an artist, he is living at home. One 
is a musician, she is living at home. One is my mother who is good to me. One is my father 
who is good to me. By some chance, here they are, all on this earth; and who shall ever 
tell the sorrow of being on this earth, lying, on quilts, on the grass, in a summer evening, 
among the sounds of the night. May God bless my people, my uncle, my aunt, my mother, 
my good father, oh, remember them kindly in their time of trouble; and in the hour of their 
taking away.

After a little I am taken in and put to bed. Sleep, soft smiling, draws me unto her: and those 
receive me, who quietly treat me, as one familiar and well-beloved in that home: but will 
not, oh, will not, not now, not ever; but will not ever tell me who I am. 

James Agee (1909–1955)



Royal Stockholm Philharmonic Orchestra & Sakari Oramo



ANDERS HILLBORG 
THE STRAND SETTINGS 
2 I. Black Sea
One clear night while the others slept, I climbed  
the stairs to the roof of the house and under a sky  
strewn with stars I gazed at the sea, at the spread of it,  
the rolling crests of it raked by the wind, becoming  
like bits of lace tossed in the air. I stood in the long, 
whispering night, waiting for something, a sign, the approach 
of a distant light, and I imagined you coming closer, 
the dark waves of your hair mingling with the sea, 
and the dark became desire, and desire the arriving light. 
The nearness, the momentary warmth of you as I stood 
on that lonely height watching the slow swells of the sea 
break on the shore and turn briefly into glass and disappear… 
Why did I believe you would come out of nowhere? Why with all 
that the world offers would you come only because I was here?

Renée Fleming & Sakari Oramo



3 II. Dark Harbor XX
Is it you standing among the olive trees  

Beyond the courtyard? You in the sunlight 
Waving me closer with one hand while the other

Shields your eyes from the brightness that turns 
All that’s not you dead white? Is it you 

Around whom the leaves scatter like foam?

You in the murmuring night that’s scented 
With mint and lit by the distant wilderness 

Of stars? Is it you? Is it really you

Rising from the script of waves, the length 
Of your body casting a sudden shadow over 

    my hand 
So that I feel how cold it is as it moves

Over the page? You leaning down and putting 
Your mouth against mine so I should know 

That a kiss is only the beginning

Of what until now we could only imagine? 
Is it you or the long compassionate wind 

That whispers in my ear: alas, alas?

4 III. Dark Harbor XXXV
The sickness of angels is nothing new. 

I’ve seen them crawling like bees 
Flightless, chewing their tongues, not singing,

Down by the bus terminal, hanging out, 
Showing their legs, hiding their wings,  

Carrying on for their brief term on earth,

No longer smiling: asleep in the shade of each other 
They drift into the arms of strangers who step  
Into their light, which is the mascara of Eden,

Offering more than invisible love,  
Intangible comforts, offering the taste,  

The pure erotic glory of death without echoes,

The feel of kisses blown out of heaven,  
Melting the moment they land.

5 IV. Dark Harbor XI
A long time has passed and yet it seems 
Like yesterday, in the midmost moment of summer,  
When we felt the disappearance of sorrow,

And saw beyond the rough stone walls 
The flesh of clouds, heavy with the scent 
Of the southern desert, rise in a prodigal

Overflowing of mildness. It seems like yesterday 
When we stood by the iron gate in the center 
Of town while the pollen-filled breath

Of the wind drew the shadow of the clouds 
Around us so that we could feel the force 
Of our freedom while still the captives of dark.

And later when the rain fell and flooded the streets 
And we heard the dripping on the porch and the wind 
Rustling the leaves like paper, how to explain

Our happiness then, the particular way our voices 
Erased all signs of the sorrow that had been, 
Its violence, its terrible omens of the end?

Mark Strand (1934–2014)



BJÖRK GUÐMUNDSDÓTTIR
6 Virus 

Like a virus needs a body  
As soft tissue feeds on blood  

Some day I’ll find you, the urge is here 

Like a mushroom on a tree trunk  
As the protein transmutates  

I knock on your skin, and I am in 

The perfect match, you and me  
I adapt, contagious  

You open up, say welcome 

Like a flame that seeks explosives 
As gunpowder needs a war  

I feast inside you, my host is you 

The perfect match, you and I  
You fail to resist  

My crystalline charm 

Like a virus, patient hunter 
I’m waiting for you, I’m starving for you 

My sweet adversary  
My sweet adversary  
My sweet adversary

Sigurjón Birgir Sigurðsson (b.1962) 

Björk Guðmundsdóttir (b.1965)

 
7 Jóga 
All these accidents that happen 
Follow the dots 
Coincidence makes sense only with you 
You don’t have to speak 
I feel

Emotional landscapes 
They puzzle me 
The riddle gets solved 
And you push me up to this

State of emergency 
How beautiful to be! 
State of emergency 
Is where I want to be.

All that no one sees you see 
What’s inside of me 
Every nerve that hurts you heal 
Deep inside of me 
You don’t have to speak 
I feel

 
 
Emotional landscapes 
They puzzle me 
Confuse 
Can the riddle get solved? 
And you push me up to this...

State of emergency 
How beautiful to be! 
State of emergency 
Is where I want to be

State of emergency 
How beautiful to be!

Emotional landscapes 
They puzzle me 
The riddle gets solved 
And you push me up to this

State of emergency 
How beautiful to be! 
State of emergency 
Is where I want to be

 
 
State of emergency 
How beautiful to be!

State of emergency. 
State of emergency.

How beautiful 
Emergency 
Is where I want to be

State of emergency 
How beautiful to be! 
State of emergency 
Is where I want to be

Sigurjón Birgir Sigurðsson 
Björk Guðmundsdóttir



8 All Is Full of Love
You’ll be given love 

You’ll be taken care of 
You’ll be given love 
You have to trust it

Maybe not from the sources 
You have poured yours 

Maybe not from the directions 
You are staring at

Twist your head around 
It’s all around you 

All is full of love 
All around you

All is full of love 
You just ain’t receiving 
All is full of love 
Your phone is off the hook 
All is full of love 
Your doors are all shut 
All is full of love!

All is full of love 
All is full of love 
All is full of love 
All is full of love 
All is full of love

Björk Guðmundsdóttir
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